**Correction to:** *npjVaccines* (2017). 10.1038/s41541-017-0027-3; Published 8 September 2017

In the original version of the article, Fig. [2](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b was mislabelled. The second row was incorrectly labelled as "Mi~MPL~ \> Mi~PBS~ and Mi~QS~ ≈ M~PBS~" this has now been corrected to "Mi~QS-21~ \> Mi~PBS~ and Mi~MPL~ ≈ Mi~PBS~". The third row was incorrectly labelled as "Mi~QS21~ \> Mi~PBS~ and Mi~MPL~ ≈ Mi~PBS~" this has now been corrected to "Mi~MPL~ \> Mi~PBS~ and Mi~QS-21~ ≈ Mi~PBS~". These errors have now been corrected in the PDF and HTML versions of this article.Fig. 2bA taxonomy of possible interplays between QS-21 and MPL in AS01 is shown. The conditions to be met for each category are represented in bold. *M*i represents the gene expression level for each gene i. Numbers in italics represent the number of AS01 DEGs belonging to each category at 2 h, 4 h, and 6 h after immunization, respectively

The original article can be found online at 10.1038/s41541-017-0027-3.
